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Laran Ghiglieri
Laran commands a dedicated international
following and has contributed to many spectacular
monuments throughout the country, including a
bronze eagle which stands over 33 feet tall and
weighs in excess of 14 tons. His moving and
inspiring sculptures range in theme from historical
and wildlife to patriotic and sports-related.

Under the tutelage and guidance of his father,
world famous Master Sculptor Lorenzo Ghiglieri,
Laran collaborated, created and co-produced
hundreds of paintings, sculptures, and significant
monuments.

Laran has both earned and cultivated his own
contingency of collectors, and has made
Born into a family of exceptional artists, Laran contributions to many spectacular monuments in
Ghiglieri undoubtedly inherited a creative streak, the United States, Japan, and South America.
the legacy of generations of artistic genius. A true
prodigy, he began designing and creating master
works of art at the age of eleven.

By Laran Ghiglieri

The Challenge
(21h” x 42w” x 16d”)

By Laran Ghiglieri

Perfect Shot
(25”h x 23”w x 11”d)

Laran Ghiglieri working on Stage Coach Gold

By Laran Ghiglieri

Stage Coach Gold by Laran Ghiglieri
(27”h x 67”w x 18”d)

Reflections of America
(65h” x 24w” x 23d”)

“The eye and the hand of the Master”

World renowned artist and sculptor, Lorenzo
Ghiglieri, has creations gracing the most prestigious
museums and art collections around the world. The
White House, Vatican, Kremlin, and the Royal Palace
in Madrid are just a few. His sculptures and paintings
have been presented to Ronald Reagan, Al Gore,
Mikhail Gorbachev, Pope Paul II, Queen Elizabeth,
and Luciano Pavarotti.
Raised in Southern California, Lorenzo was the son
of an Italian sculptor and a French artist mother. He
grew up in a world of ethnic blends that enriched
his
understanding of world culture. After receiving
formal art training, Lorenzo went forward on his
own to study the Old Masters. At the age of 17
he was awarded a prestigious art scholarship, at
20 was working on national accounts, and by 22
was commissioned to paint what became a gift
from the U.S. to Great Britain for Queen Elizabeth’s
coronation.
Over the next few years, Lorenzo won numerous
national awards in design and illustration and, after
a nationwide search, was invited to paint scenes for
the international biblical epic, Earth: Theater of the
Universe. During this two-year period of solid
devotion, Lorenzo produced a spectacular 100-foot
rendition of the earth’s history according to biblical
tradition that incorporated close to 400 figures, most
of which were posed and painted from life. The
result of his inspiration has been thrilling thousands
who have attended gallery and screen presentations
of his work.

In 1994 Lorenzo sculpted the ‘Official American Bald
Eagle’ in bronze, silver, and gold which is part of
the permanent collection at the White House. More
recently, he created a 33 foot tall bronze eagle,
Skookum Hyak (Power Surge), that dominates the
entrance of a resort in Oregon.
Lorenzo’s work is eloquent, strong, and original.
Though he mourns the tragedy of vanishing
cultures and disappearing wildernesses, and
considers himself the biographer of remarkable
and irreplaceable peoples and ways of life, his
work is positive and uplifting in its celebration of
endurance.
Deeply ingrained in Lorenzo is the will to preserve,
protect, and prolong contemporary America’s
western heritage. Lorenzo is one of the few white
men welcomed into the community of Eskimos as
a brother. He has trapped in the mountains, hunted
in the Yukon, and fished the white water of many
western rivers.
Each sculpture, each painting that emerges from
Lorenzo’s studio is a documentation of personal
experience that makes a statement of wild beauty,
glowing with vitality, hinting at immortality.
Lorenzo’s work will endure. It exists as a record of
the past, a lesson for the present, and a hope for the
future.

Foundry Michelangelo
A Legacy of Fine Art
The American Patriot
The “American Patriot” is a brilliant
portrayal of our national heritage,
sculpted by one of the world’s most
gifted artists, Lorenzo Ghiglieri.
At 22 years old, while serving in
the U.S. Navy, Lorenzo received his
first commission from the United
States Government. This painting
in turn became a national gift to
Great Britain, celebrating the 1953
coronation of Queen Elizabeth II.
This was the beginning of a long
tradition of creating monumental
national Treasures.
At the age of 63, Lorenzo sculpted
the “Official American Bald Eagle”
which is now part of the permanent
White House collection.
In his golden years, at 75, this master
artist has created one of his greatest
works by molding his feelings
toward patriotism into a sculpture
called “American Patriot”.
A limited edition of this incredible
sculpture representing The White
House and all 50 state capitals’ is
now available. Treasure Investments
is forging an AP (Artist Proof) casting
for each state capital. The bronzes
will be numbered in the order each
state was admitted to the United
States and will bear the state’s name.

By Lorenzo Ghiglieri

Noble Ruler $32,500

20”h x 23”w x 14”d (Bronze)

By Lorenzo Ghiglieri

American Patriot in Pure .999 Silver

By Laran Ghiglieri
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Superpower $35,500 29”h x 54”w x 22”d (Bronze)

Spirit of America $27,000 29”h x 21”w x 15”d (Bronze)

The Great Seal of the United States (1000 Troy Ounces)

By Lorenzo Ghiglieri

Primitive Power $35,000
12”h x 36”w x 12”d (Bronze)

Heroic bronze lion guarding an estate

Kings, Heads of State,
Political Figures,
Religious Leaders and
Celebrities are just some
of the privileged collectors
of Treasure Investments
and Foundry Michelangelo
Masterpieces.

World Class
Heroic Estate Bronze
Masterpieces

Lorenzo presenting President Ronald Reagan the
official American Bald Eagle “The Proud
American” on the eve of his election

Monumental 18 ft bronze bear

Lorenzo and the former Premier of
Russia, Mikhail Gorbachev

Sculpting intricate skin details on the
largest elephant in the world.

Lorenzo delivers the bronze of peace
“St. Francis of Assisi” to Pope John Paul II at
the Vatican

Michael Jackson with one of his many Ghiglieri
sculptures

Full sized elk with glazed patina gracing the grounds on a private estate in Washington

King Juan Carlos of Spain with Lorenzo in
the Royal Palace in Madrid admiring his new
Ghiglieri treasure

Lorenzo welcoming Tenor Luciano Pavarotti
as a new collector of his sculpture “Strongest Bond”

Lorenzo presenting Vice President Al Gore the
official American Bald Eagle for the permanent
White House Collection
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Backlash $17,500

26”h x 17”w x 13”d (Bronze)

The Jaguar $275,000 Life-Sized 46”h x 94”w x 35”d (Hand-painted bronze)
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Passage to Gold $32,500 43”h x 24”w x 11”d (Bronze)
By Lorenzo Ghiglieri
By Lorenzo Ghiglieri

Silver Bull and Bear

(1000 Troy Ounces of .999 Pure Silver)

Top of the World $31,500 42”h x 24”w x 26”d (Bronze)

$ 175,000

By Lorenzo Ghiglieri

Gold Bull and Bear
(1300 Troy Ounces of .9999 Pure 24ct. Gold)

$ 13 million

Lorenzo Ghiglieri posing by one of his monumental horse sculptures in a park

Tiger Woods admiring his new
Ghiglieri bronze

Billionaire Ross Perot welcomes his new
“Spirit of America” to his collection

Arnold Schwarzenegger in his office
proudly displaying his Ghiglieri
sculpture

A 10ft hyper-realistic heroic bronze bear

Sean Hannity proudly displaying his
new Ghiglieri sculpture

Full sized bronze elk, battling in a natural setting on a private residence

Sean Connery and Hale Irwin celebrate
the win with their Ghiglieri sculpture.

Actor Kevin Costner displays his Ghiglieri
bronze following the Lexus Challenge
Citrus Course

Dr. Ben Carson and his wife enjoy a new
addition to their collection, a beautiful
Ghiglieri sculpture

All Foundry Michelangelo sculptures are proudly made in the USA.

Huge Hefner enjoys his new Ghiglieri
sculpture

George Bush Sr. admiring his Laran Ghiglieri
sculpture

